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1. SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS (Document A3- 4/SR/21)

Dr. PÀDUA (Philippines), Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials,

introduced the second report of that committee (document A3- 4 /SR /21) which was

adopted unanimously.

2. CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS

United States Proposal to establish an International
Sanitary Council (Documents A3-4/SR/11, A3 -4 /SWI8 and A3- 4 /SR /12)

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France), recalling that a working party had been

set up to consider the proposal of the United States delegation to insert in

Part 3 of the draft Regulations a further Article relating to the provisions of

Article 107, introduced document A3- 4 /SR /18 (containing the draft of Article 107

proposed by his delegation) which his delegation wished also to be taken into

consideration by the working party.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the proposals of the United States and French

delegations should be considered at the same time by the working party, together

with the memorandum by the Director -General (document A3- 4/SR/12).

Decision: The Chairman's suggestion was adopted unanimously.

Report of the working party on the definition of "infected local area"
(Documents A3- 4 /SR /16 and A3- 4/SR/17)

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) introduced the report of the working party (document

A3- 4/SR/16).

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the report be approved and remitted to the

Drafting Sub -Committee. It might also be left open to members to discuss the

suggested use of the term "yellow fever endemic zones" when the committee came to

consider the relevant articles of the Regulations.
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Dr, van den BERG (Netherlands), noting that the report stated that the

working party had considered the definition of "local area" and was remitt.;yg

some observations thereon to the Drafting Sub -Committee, saw no indication that

the suggestion of the Netherlands delegation regarding the notification to WHO

of local areas established by national authorities had been referred to in those

observations. He therefore reserved the right to raise.the matter again when

the report of the Drafting Sub -committee was considered.

Mr. CAIDERWOOD (United States of America), speaking as Chairman of the

Drafting Sub -Committee, said that that committee had been informed the day before

that the working party had some suggestions with regard to the definition of

"local area ". It had been agreed that the Drafting Sub -Committee was not competent

to consider these suggestions until they were passed to it by the Special

Committee.

The CHAIRMAN rtserved that in any case it was not in the terms of reference

of the working party to discuss the definition of "local area ", which had been

previously remitted to the Drafting Sub -Committee.

Dr. DUREN (Belgium), introducing document A3- 4+/SR/171 said that it was not

really a separate proposal, but had merely been used by the working party in

reaching some of its conclusions. He therefore wished the matter to be raised

again at the appropriate moment, as suggested at the end of the document itself.

Decision: It was agreed that the report of thc working party be
referred to the Lrafting Sub -- Committee.
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Articles in the Main Body of the Regulations

Articles 12 to 17 (continued) (Document A3- 4 /SR /15)

Dr. BELL (United States of America) said that his delegation agreed in

principle with the United Kingdom's proposals contained in A3- 4 /SR /15 insofar

as they related to seaports, but that requirements as regards airports were

basically different, firstly because the risk of exposure to disease was not the

same in both cases and secondly because the rapidity of air travel destroyed

what had been one of the basic factors in successful control of epidemic diseases

in the past. He recognized that the detailed provisions of the draft Regulations

might be inapplicable where there were many seaports of varying sizes, but he felt

that real benefits would be derived from the establishment of a separate category

of sanitary airports, and therefore proposed that the United Kingdom delegation

modify its suggestions accordingly. Redrafting by the United Kingdom delegation

might take several days, and for the moment the discussion might be confined to

principles.

Dr, BJORNSSON (Norway), speaking as a representative of a seafaring nation

whose ships called in ports all over the world, in many of which sanitary provisions

were known to be inadequate, was in favour of retaining the category of "sanitary

ports ". It would help towards that final repression of epidemic diseases which

would make regulations unnecessary, because countries would have an interest in

making their ports "sanitary" as soon as possible, since trade would centre on

such ports.

Mr, HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) said that his delegation had been impressed

by some of the remarks made but felt that their purport, while having great

merit, might not be fully acceptable to the committee. It would therefore like
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to accept the suggestion of the United States delegation that the proposals be

reconsidered. He hoped that the debate would ;continue so that any further views

expressed might also be taken into consideration.

Dr. RAJA (India) said that, provided that the provisions respecting sanitary

airports, which existed in previous agreements and had given no trouble, were

retained, his delegation recognized the force of the United Kingdom argument

regarding the difficulty of applying all the proposed regulations with regard to

sanitary seaports.

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (Frana), while agreeing that it was greatly to

be desired that all ports and airports should one day be supplied with all

necessary sanitary equipment, thought that, meanwhile, from a purely epidemological

point of view the draft Regulations constituted a great advance. He agreed with

the United States delegation that the value of establishing a category of sanitary

airports had not been fully recognized in the United Kingdom proposals and he was

in favour of a modification of those proposals by the United Kingdom delegation on

the lines suggested by the delegate of the United States.

Mr. LARSSON (Sweden) thought that, pending the introduction of facilities

for the control of epidemic. diseases at all ports, it would be well to establish

a category of ports where the existence of such facilities was assured.

Dr. van de CALSEYDE (Belgium) said that his delegation was prepared to help

the United Kingdom delegation to revise its proposals by submitting the views of

the Belgian delegation in writing.
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Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) gladly accepted the Belgian offer and hoped

that other delegations would also express their views as soon as possible either

in writing or at the present meeting.

Dr. HALAWANY (Egypt) wondered whether paragraph 1 of Article 12 of the draft

Regulations implied that every vessel or aircraft was required to call first at

a seaport or airport designated as - sanitary ".

The CHAIRMAN did not think that that was the intention, of the paragraph.

Dr. HALAWANY (Egypt) felt that there was a fundamental difference in the

points of view regarding the Articles in question. Certain countries which

considered themselves immune from epidemics were not interested in restristione,

while others subject to frequent epidemics, were naturally apprehensive. Hence

the draft Regulations did not provide for every case; he hoped that some adjustment

would be possible.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) recognized the force of the arguments put

forward by many delegates, but recalled the remarks of the Australian delegation

at the previous meeting to the effect that suAh questions as sanitary conditions

in the areas surrounding ports were the concern of national governments and not

a matter for international regulations. Still, it was certainly within the

competence of WHO to use its influence to encourage governments to improve such

conditions, and perhaps a resolution on those lines, separate from the Regulations

themselves, could later be drafted for submission to the World Health Assembly.

Dr. BELL (United States of America) supported the suggestion that such .a

resolution be drafted.
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With regard to the points raised by the representatives of Norway and Sweden,

he agreed, naturally; that the highest standards of sanitation in seaports were

desirable, but there vas nothing in the draft Regulations to indicate that any

benefit would be derived from the establishment of a separate category of seaports

designated "sanitary "; whereas Articles 37, 38, 39 and possibly 36 contained

provisions:giving.point to the establishment of the category of sanitary airports.

Unless, therefore, such provisions in the, case of seaports were to be inserted

later, he thought that the Regulations need contain no more than a recommendation

-,that high sanitary standards be maintained in seaports.

Dr, RAJA (India) agreed that WHO might use its influence to encourage

improvement in sanitary standards in ports, but as to the point raised by the

representatives oX the Union of South Africa and Australia, that the Articles in

question encroached on matters properly within the competence of national

authorities, he observed that the Regulations, which the committee had met to

frame in co- operation were themselves infringements of sovereign rights. He did

not therefore feel that paragraph 4 of Article 15, for example, could be thrust

aside on such an argument, pCrticul.arly as it had been adopted by the Expert

Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine.

Dr. DOWLING ( Australia) thought that the representative of the Unionbf

South Africa had stated a very important principle. The draft Regulations as they

stood - he was thinking in particular of Article 13 - contained mil-,?y detailed

prescriptions, such as those for immediate vaccination, which would in many cases

be quite inapplicable. The result would be that many reservations would be made

and that many provisions would be ignored altogether,
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Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) had thought that the provisions in question

were intended as a maximum.

The CHAIRMAN thought that the word maximum in Article 21 must be taken as

referring to the extent to which traffic might be interefered with and not to the

facilities which might be provided. Obviously there would be no objection to

governments providing more facilities than prescribed in the Regulations.

He asked the delegate of the Union of South Africa to present a paper setting

forth the views which he had expressed, to which Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa)

agreed.

It was agreed to close the discussion of Articles 12 to 17.

Article 18

Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) thought that the expression "inland navigation"

in Article 18 was obscure, and that what was meant was ''inland navigation vessels ".

It was agreed that the m'itter be referred to the Drafting Sub -Committee.

Article 19

Dr. van de CALSEYDE (Belgium) proposed for the sake of uniformity that the

expression "to avoid as far as possible ", used in Article 46, paragraph 4(b),

be employed in place of "not to cause" in paragraph 1(a) of Article 19.

Dr. BARRETT (United Kingdom) wished in the same paragraph to add the word

"undue" before the word "discomfort" since a certain amount of discomfort in such

circumstances was unavoidable.
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'Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) could not accept the drafting change

suggested by the Belgian delegation. In no circ>>mstances could disinfection be

injurious to the health of anyone. He wished to see the United Kingdom suggestion

adopted.

Professor CANAPERIA (Italy) noted that in the Article under consideration

a reference to disinsecting and deratting appeared for the first time in the

Regulations, but the Articles dealing with disinsection contained no provisions

as to the methods to be employed, although, in the case of deratting, the

Certificate of Deratting appended to the Regulations provided for a statement of

the method employed. As the disinsecting and deratting methods employed by certain

nations might not be universally acceptable, it was important that standard

practices, recognized as valid everywhere, should be included in the Regulations.

Dr. BIRAUD, Secretary, explained that the Expert Committee on International

Epidemiology and Quarantine had not recommended any definite provision with

regard to methods of disinsection in view of the rapidity of developments in

techniques, which might necessitate constant modification in a set of Regulations

intended to remain in force for a considerable period. It had been the intention

of the Expert Committee that recommended practices should be given as a Supplement

to the Regulations.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa), supported by Mr. STOWMAN (United States of

America), proposed either the deletion of the last sentence or modification of

the wording to imply that no article, however small its could be destroyed

except b,.r permission of the owner.
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Dr. DUREN (Belgium) agreed with the United Kingdom proposal to add "undue"

after "discomfort" in paragraph 1(a). With regard to paragraph 1(b), he proposed

that the text should be re- drafted to bring it into line with Article 46,

paragraph 4(a), namely, "to avoid as far as possible damage... ".

Dr. HALAWANY (Egypt) also supported the amondment of the United Kingdom

delegation.

In connexion with disinfection practice, he recalled the re:;ommendations of

the International Air Transport Association that accepted formulae of insecticides,

dosage and technique of usage should be published as an annex to the Sanitary

Regulations.

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) agreed about the need for harmonizing

the wording of Article 19, 1(b) and Article 46(a) concerning possible damage

caused to vessels in deràtting and disinfection operations. He expressed some

concern about the legal implications of paragraph 2 as worded in the French text.

Dr. BARRETT (United Kingdom) preferred the wording of paragraph 1(b) to remain

unchanged. No risk should be taken with the fragile navigation control and other

instruments in aircraft or ships. He had no objection to the deletion of the

last sentence in paragraph 2.

Some discussion took pla,a on a point raised by Dr. REID (Canada) to the

effect that disinfection operations sometimes necessitated the breaking down of

locked doors on ships, which might be interpreted as causing damage to the

structure of a vessel, i.e. constituting an infringement of Article 19.
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Dr. DOWLING (Australia) suggested that the wording of paragraph 1(b) should

be qualified to meet the views of the Canadian delegation.

' Dr,. BELL (United States of America) and Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom)

maintained that the provisions of the Article should be mandatory insofar as

the operating equipment of a vessel and aircraft was concerned.

Mr. HOSTIE, Chairman of the Legal Sub -Committee, was definitely of the

opinion that the breaking down of a door could not be considered as an infringement

of Article 19, which was limited to the effect of the actual disinfection

procedure. He further pointed out a discrepancy between the English and French

texts of the Article.

Decision: The committee agreed:

(1) to add the word "undue" after "discomfort" in paragraph 1(a) of
Article 19, the French text to be adjusted accordingly;

(2) that the French text of paragraph 1(b) should be brought into
line with the English wording;

(3) to delete the last sentence of paragraph 2.

Article 20

Dr. DOWLINs (Australia) proposed the deletion of the words "free of :;barge"

in both paragraphs. He also drew attention to the loose wording of the last phrase in

paragraph 2 which, in his view, should either be deleted or modified to provide

for the issue of a certificate to any one party specifying the measures applied

to his goods.

On a vote being taken, the proposal to delete the words "free of charge"

was rejected.

On a vote being taken, the proposal to delete the last clause in paragraph

2 was rejected.
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The committee agreed, by vote, to a proposal of Mr. BRILLIANT (United

Kingdom) that the issue of a certificate be restricted to the sender, receiver

or agent of either, and referred the proposal to the Drafting Sub -Committee.

Definition of "health authority"

A proposal of the United States delegation to define "health authority" as

the "smallest administrative unit immediately responsible for the application of

the sanitary measures provided for in the Sanitary Regulations" was referred to

the Drafting Sub -Committee for consideration in connexion with the definition

of "local area".

Part III

The CHAIRMAN invited Sir Harold bittingham (International Air Transport

Association) to make a general statement on Part III.

Sir Harold WHITTINGHAM (IATA) raised the'question of including other than

"convention diseases" in the new International Sanitary Regulations. After a

brief reference to IATAls ideals, namely, to facilitate the commerce of aviation

so as to attain the maximum of speed in travel, transit and turn -around, he drew

attention to the importance of the good health of aircrews. IATA would like to

see the maximum of hygiene and the minimum of immunization, quarantine and

documentation, which tended to embarrass and delay commercial aviation. It was

important that there should be a high standard of hygiene and sanitation at all

international airports and transit areas, at least on main trunk routes, to

obviate delay in services owing to preventable illness This necessitated local

control, not only of the "convention diseases" but also of such conditions as

dysentry, food -poisoning and gastro- enteritis. If the necessary sanitary
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measures could not be included in the new Sanitary Regulations, he urged that the

matter be considered by WHO at an early date. He had gained the impression from

the discussions that measures in regard to the hygiene and sanitation of airports

would be left in general terms only for application "as far as possible" by the

health authority concerned. IATA feared that airport authorities would jump at

an opportunity to cut expenses in connexion with hygiene and sanitation.

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) stressed the importance of properly

maintained international sanitary airports and Dr. HALAWANY (Egypt) also spoke

of the importance of providing sanitary airports and seaports for the first

landing of ships and aircraft.

Speaking of diseases other than "convention diseases ", he explained that

malaria had again Irossed the Egyptian borders through the introduction of

Anopheles pharaoonsis, which attacked humans in the absence of cattle, and

mentioned Anopheles gambiae as the rouse of the recent spread of malaria epidemics.

For that reason it was important to take account of diseases such as malaria which

broke out in epidemic form and might prove to have even more serious results

than some of the "convention diseases ".

After the CHAIRMAN had explained that the present committee was competent

to take action only in the matter of certain diseases, the committee asked

Sir Harold Whittingham to prepare a resolution, in consultation with the

Secretariat, to be submitted to the Special Committee, for eventual reference

to the World Health Assembly.
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Amendment to Article 3 proposed by the United States Delegation

Dr, HENNES (Netherlands) made the following comments on the United States

proposed amendment to Lrticle 3 (dc :ument A3- 4/SR /10/):

(a) the committee, when discussing Article 6, paragraph 2(c), had reduced

from six months to one month the period vhilh was to elapse between the suppression

of a plague epizootic and the declaration that the local area concerned was free

from infection;

(b) the United States amendment to paragraph 1(a) would mean that a health

administration was required to notify to WHO by telegram only the first case of

cholera, plague, yellow fever or smallpox occuring in a local area in its

territory, no provision being made for similar telegraphic notifi :ation of

subsequent first a,ses occurring in other local areas;

(c) the Netherlands delegation Would request clarification of the term

"city airport ";

(d) the terms "location" and "area" appearing in the amendment should be

replaced by "local area ".

The CHAIRMAN explained that Article 3 would now be replaced by paragraph 1

of the United States amendment which would be discussed by the working party and

Article 3 completed by paragraphs 2 and 3 of the amendment.

Dr. DUREni (Belgium) thought that the words "Each first case notified shall,

far as resources permit, be confirmed by laboratory methods" would be better

expressed by some such definition as 'Each first case notified and controlled by

laboratory methods, as far as resources permit, shall be the subject if necessary

of a subsequent confirmation or otherwise ". (unofficial translation)
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Thus) health administrations would have the added obligation of notifying WHO

of the result of laboratory tests.

Referring to the wordo "The absence..." in paragraph 3 of the United States

proposal) his delegation thought that a delay should be fixed for such notification,

not to exceed the period provided for in Article 6.

Mr. STOWMAN (United States of America.) agreed to the proposed amendment

of the delegate of Belgium.

Decision: Document A3- 4 /SR /10 was referred to the Drafting

Sub -Committee.

The meeting rose at 12 noon


